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Life Tree Learning Systems 
is about creating cultural curriculums 
that strive to strike the student’s 
imagination by using hands-on, 
experiential and scientifically based 
learning activates.  Yes, this means that 
we want the students to be so excited 
and engaged in their learning that this 
passion for learning becomes a life long 
habit; where students learn not just to earn some extrinsic reward, but 
because the learning is inherently rewarding and enjoyable.  Towards that 
end, LTLS has created physical, biological and social science curriculums.  
At this point the following subjects are included: Astronomy, Physical 
Geography, History, Political Geography and Zoology. 
The nexus of these curriculums are the Activity Cards.  This ingenious 
format allows for individual, small group or large group work.  This 
means you can set up an individual science center, have science teams 
that collaboratively work on an activity or even orchestrate an “Immersion 
Day” where the entire classroom is set up with various learning stations. 

The front of the Activity Card is designed with the student in mind with 
appropriately sized font, controlled vocabulary, clear directions, a list of 
materials, and a picture of the material or the initial layout. The back of 
the card is a handy teacher’s manual that contains the Objective/Aim, 
State Standard/Benchmark, Bloom’s Taxonomy, Scientific Processes, 
Teaching Tips, Background Information, Gardner’s 8 Intelligences, 
Control of Error, Mastery and Subject Integration.  Yes, these activities are 
extremely well thought out and can be shown to any inquiring 
administrator, board member or parent to substantiate the rational 
behind the activity. 

All of the Cultural Activity Cards are in a PDF (i.e. Adobe Portable 
Document Format).  If you do not have Adobe Reader, it is freely available 
on the Internet; just do a Google search for it. These PDFs can be edited 
to a limited extent, which is explained below.  In the near future, 'fillable 
forms' will be offered enabling the creation of your own activity cards, 
which can then be shared with the greater educational community.  When 
appropriate, either a materials source is given under the Background 
Information section of the card or the actual materials are attached at the 
end of the PDF.  Each cultural subject is organized by a graphic checklist 
(think restaurant menu) that is found at the beginning of each PDF strand 
(e.g. The Universe, The Solar System, Earth).  This checklist can be used 
by students to select work and by the teacher to record work by dating a 
completed activity. 



	  

Phy. Geography Checklist Name ___________ 

The Earth – 3 Brown      

Atmosphere: (2+)        
Clouds   Booklet   Research 
  28.C     28.D         28.E

Atmosphere: (2+)        
Puzzle Poster 
  28.A   28.B

       Landforms:  
  Water              3/P         Booklet       
 38.A (K+)     38.B (1+) 38.C (1+)        
      Poster 1    Poster 2   Poster 3   Poster 4 
(1+): 38.D  38.E        38.F        38.G      
        Clay 1      Clay 2      Clay 3       Clay 4 
(2+): 38.H  38.I        38.J         38.K      

       Volcano: (1+)  
 3/P   Poster  Model Erupt      
34.A    34.B    34.C   34.D     
Types  Booklet  Research     
 38.D   38.E       38.F               

Plate Tectonics: (2+)        
Slide & Grind   Puzzle   Research 
       32.A 32.B    32.C

Inner Earth:        
   3/P          Model          Poster    
30.A (1+)   30.B (K+)    30.C (1+) 
Research 
30.D (2+) 

Geology         
R/M Class  Rock Cycle  Rock Class 
(1+): 36.A   36.B  36.B1      36.C   
       Collect  1st Class  Color/Streak   Luster   Hardness   Fracture   Identify 
(2+):  36.D      36.E            36.F          36.G        36.H          36.I          36.J      

The Imaginary Island: (2+)        
Puzzle Puzzle 
  38.L  38.M



(continued)
cirrocumulus - shaped like thick yarn; indicate fair weather;
high (20,000 - 50,000 ft.)
altostratus - striped, ‘frosted glass’ appearance; predicts light rain;
middle clouds  ( 7,000 - 20,000 ft.)
altocumulus -  puffy patches of parallel bands; predict rain;
middle clouds 7,000 - 20,000 ft.)
cumulonimbus - thick with fluffy tops and dark, stormy bases; called
‘thunderheads’; indicate heavy rainfall; low (< 7,000 above the ground)
cumulus -  very fleecy and puffy; indicate fair weather is coming;
low (< 7,000 ft. above ground)
nimbostratus - dark, heavy sheets; produce steady snow or rain;
 low (< 7,000 ft. above ground)
stratus - fog like but do not touch the ground; produce drizzle;
 low (< 7,000 ft. above ground)

Physical Geography

28.D
The Earth: The Atmosphere

2nd+ Clouds Poster

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:12/3/1999
Obj/Aims: recognize and identify at least 5 types of clouds; be able to describe them using

words
Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: name each cloud when pointed to and orally describe its characteristics

Control of Error: Control booklet; teacher checked
Strikes Imagination: Use of cotton balls

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
- Explain that ‘altitude’ is the height of the clouds in the atmosphere.

- Demonstrate how to pull the cotton balls apart to make the different
clouds.

- Poster available form Frank Schaffer Publications, Inc.

Background Information
Clouds:  (from highest to lowest)
cirrus -  wispy,  made of ice crystals; often called mare’s tails;
very high (20,000 - 50,000 ft.)

Directions Materials Needed
1.  Draw and color the sky (if it is not already
blue) and the land forms.

2.  On the left side of the poster, make a graph
showing the altitude of the clouds.

3.  Using the pictures in the control booklet,
make each cloud with cotton balls.

4.  Label each cloud with its name.

Types of Clouds Control Booklet, ledger-sized
white or blue paper, colored pencils, white glue,
cotton balls, pencil

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

From:



(continued)
divergent, or transform. Earthquakes, volcanic activity, mountain-
building, and oceanic trench formation occur along these plate
boundaries. The lateral relative movement of the plates typically varies
from zero to 100 mm annually.

Tectonic plates are composed of oceanic lithosphere and thicker
continental lithosphere, each topped by its own kind of crust. Along
convergent boundaries, subduction carries plates into the mantle; the
material lost is roughly balanced by the formation of new (oceanic) crust
along divergent margins by seafloor spreading. In this way, the total
surface of the globe remains the same. This prediction of plate tectonics
is also referred to as the conveyor belt principle. Earlier theories (that
still have some supporters) propose gradual shrinking (contraction) or
gradual expansion of the globe.

Physical Geography

32.A
The Earth: Plate Tectonics

2nd+ Sliding & Grinding Plates

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:12/21/199
Obj/Aims: demonstrate how the movement of subterranean plates can cause earthquakes and

changes in land forms
Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: demonstrate and explain how plates move and cause earthquakes

Control of Error: Teacher checked
Strikes Imagination: Toy people, buildings etc.; suspense and action of experiment

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
- A plastic shoe box works well for the container.

Background Information
Plate tectonics (from the Late Latin tectonicus, from the Greek:
τεκτονικός "pertaining to building") is a scientific theory that describes
the large-scale motion of Earth's lithosphere. This theoretical model
builds on the concept of continental drift which was developed during
the first few decades of the 20th century. The geoscientific
community accepted the theory after the concepts of seafloor
spreading were later developed in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

The lithosphere, which is the rigid outermost shell of a planet (on
Earth, the crust and upper mantle), is broken up into tectonic plates.
On Earth, there are seven or eight major plates (depending on how
they are defined) and many minor plates. Where plates meet, their
relative motion determines the type of  boundary; convergent,

Directions Materials Needed
1.  Place the two beveled blocks of wood
(plates) in the bottom of the box as shown.
Cover them with flour (continent), but leave
one end of one block sticking out.  Pack the
flour  down firmly.  Put the toy people, cars and
houses on top.

2.  What do you think will happen when you
push in where the red arrow <- shows?  Write
down your prediction.

3. Draw a before picture.  Push in the plate.
Draw an after picture.  Was your prediction
right?

Box, flour; 2 blocks of wood, each with one beveled
edge; tiny people, animals, buildings, etc.

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plate_tectonicsFrom:



Background Information
1. magma - melted rock from mantle inside volcano
2. igneous rock - rock  formed by volcanic action
3. metamorphic rock - rocks changed by heat and pressure
4. sedimentary rock - rock formed from compressed and cemented
pieces of eroded rock
5. tephra layer -  a layer of accumulated volcanic dust, ash and bombs
6. conduit - channel through which magma flows
7. lava layer -  buildup of lava from past eruptions
8. parasitic cone - minor cone on the side of the main volcano
9. central vent -  the main opening of the volcano at the end of the
central conduit
10. gas, dust & ash - various sized small particles ejected from the
volcano during an eruption
11. eruption -  the violent expulsion of magma, rock and gas
12. Name & Date

Physical Geography

34.C
The Earth: Volcanoes

1st+ Paper Volcano Model

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:12/21/199
Obj/Aims: construct an accurate paper model of a volcano; name some parts of the volcano

Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: name the parts of the volcano when each part is pointed to and describe it in their
own words  (For younger students, the teacher can say the name with the student then pointing to
it.)

Control of Error: Finished model to copy
Strikes Imagination: 3 dimensional; act of constructing

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
- Make a control using the 'Volcano Control' found in the Computer
Generated section.

- Make sure student understands which lines to cut along and which
ones to fold.

- Demonstrate how to glue: apply thin and evenly.

Directions Materials Needed
1. Color the line drawing before cutting or
gluing.

2. Label the parts of the volcano.

3. Carefully cut out the volcano on the solid
lines.

4. Bend the solid fold lines over ruler or sharp
edged desk top.

5.  Apply glue thin and evenly to parts marked,
‘Glue’.  Put together lining up the seams.

Volcano Pattern, completed model, regular and
colored pencils, scissors, glue

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

From:



The Earth: Volcanoes Physical Geography
Paper Volcano Model 34.C

34.C
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